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Abstract—Using growth of Small and Medium-size Enterprises (SME’s) we investigated the relationship between the Entrepreneurial Orientation (EO) and growth of SME’s in Sri Lanka. As EO has three dimensions, the study also aims to investigate to what extent these dimensions affect the growth. It was mainly hypothesized that higher entrepreneurial orientation leads to high venture growth. Venture growth was measured by sales growth and employment growth of firms. Results confirmed that EO has an impact to the venture growth of SMEs. Further, it was found that innovativeness and risk taking propensity have a positive impact on venture growth. However, results indicate that proactiveness has no significant impact on the venture growth. The results of the study have important implications to the existing entrepreneurs, potential entrepreneurs, investors, researchers, consultants and policy makers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is widely acknowledged that entrepreneurship is important for economic growth, productivity, innovation and employment creation and many countries have made entrepreneurship an explicit policy priority [1]. As globalization reshapes the international economic landscape and technological change poses new challenges and resulted in creating new opportunities in the world of business. As a result, many experienced business people, political leaders, economists, and educators believe that fostering a robust entrepreneurial culture will maximize individual and collective economic and social success on a local, national, and global scale.

Millions of new ventures are created each year around the world [1]. Therefore each firm or organization seeks for some kind of a growth for their survival in the business. The general preconditions for growth have been suggested to be entrepreneur’s growth orientation, adequate firm resources for growth, and the existence of the market opportunity for growth [2]. However, research indicates that some ventures report higher growth whereas others do not [2]. A host of research have been done in this regards and several factors have been explored including characteristics of entrepreneur, characteristics of firms, strategy, environmental conditions etc [3].

Accordingly, entrepreneurial orientation (EO) has been regarded as a prominent factor for the growth and survival of a firm [4]. EO is defined as the willingness to innovate to rejuvenate market offerings, take risks to try out new and uncertain products, services, and markets, and be more proactive than competitors toward new marketplace opportunities [5]. According to Miller’s conceptualization, three dimensions of EO have been identified and used consistently in the literature: innovativeness, risk taking, and proactiveness. Meantime researchers’ acknowledged that an entrepreneur who has an entrepreneurial orientation, the business stimulates with its business activities [7].

Sri Lanka’s economy is predominantly a Small and Medium Enterprise economy where over 50 % of GDP is produced by the SME sector. According to an industrial census conducted in 2003/2004 there were 121,426 industries having less than 10 employees with total employment at 285,623 and 9961 industries with more than 10 employees having 747,823 employments in total. Among them, the number of industries with less than five employees accounted for 84.3% of the total, contributing 7.5% to the total production value, 7.0% to Gross Value Added (GVA), and 28.4% to the total employment of the manufacturing sector.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Entrepreneurial Orientation

Entrepreneurial Orientation (EO) has been acknowledged as a determinant for firm growth and profitability. So, in other word EO is key ingredient of a success venture. Using this definition and prior literature, entrepreneurship researchers have used the term entrepreneurial orientation to describe a ‘fairly consistent set of related activities or processes’ [5]; [6]; [7];[8]. Based on [9] conceptualization, three dimensions of EO have been identified and used consistently in the literature as Innovativeness, risk taking propensity, and proactiveness. These dimensions represent distinct constructs that may vary independently of each other in a given context [10]. The importance of entrepreneurial orientation to the survival and performance of firms has been acknowledged in the entrepreneurship literature [6]; [9]; [11]; [12]; [13]; [14]. The empirical evidences from [11] and [12] showed that the positive influence of entrepreneurial orientation on performance increases over the span of time.

B. Innovativeness
Innovativeness is the predisposition to engage in creativity and experimentation through the introduction of new products/services as well as technological leadership via R&D in new processes. Entrepreneurial innovation can be defined as the “willingness to support creatively and experimentation in introducing new products/services, and novelty, technological leadership and R&D in developing new processes” [15]. Innovation covers not only development or enhancement of products and services but also new management techniques and technologies directed towards the organization functions like production, marketing, sales and distribution [16]. [17] Indicates that as a dimension of firm level entrepreneurial orientation, innovation refers to the creative or unique solutions for the threats that the firm encounter.

C. Risk Taking Propensity

In fact, boldness for seeking or pursuing the opportunities and for the very new product or service attempts is considered as reflections of EO [6]. Entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial firms are seen to manage the risks better by focusing on lower-risk market endeavors with developing various new product and service alternatives targeted to the different market segments or niches. The willingness to engage in relatively high levels of risk-taking behaviors helps a firm seize profitable opportunities in the face of uncertainty and the achievement of long-term profitability [18]. Based on [9] approach to EO, which measures risk taking at the firm level by asking managers about the firm’s proclivity to engage in risky projects and managers’ preferences for bold versus cautious acts to achieve firm objectives. [19] Used a similar approach, asking managers the extent to which they followed tried-and-true paths or tended to support only projects in which the expected returns were certain.

D. Proactiveness

Proactiveness is an opportunity-seeking, forward-looking perspective characterized by the introduction of new products and services ahead of the competition and acting in anticipation of future demand [16]. The term proactiveness is defined by [6] “as acting in anticipation of future problems, needs or changes”. The firm moving first can gain extraordinary benefits and become a pioneer in forming brand image by profiting these opportunities. In today’s increasing global competitive environment, proactiveness is seen as important vehicles for survival of firms and for higher performance [17]. Therefore, being a first mover, pursuing new opportunities and participating in developing markets are very closely related with firm level entrepreneurship activities.

E. Small and Medium Enterprises

SME’s are companies where personnel numbers fall below certain numbers, amount of capital invested or annual turnover within the certain standard amount [20]. While the importance of the SME sector and the informal sector is acknowledged internationally, defining an SME is a challenging task, as every country has its own definition. Firms differ in their levels of capitalization, sales and employment. Hence, definitions which employ measures of size (e.g. number of employees, turnover, profitability and net worth) when applied to one sector might lead to all firms being classified as small, while the same size definition when applied to a different sector might lead to a different result [21]. Therefore SME doesn’t have any uniform definition [22]. Sri Lanka Industrial Development Board elaborates as a small industry as an establishment whose capital investment in plant and machinery does not exceed Rs.42,000 and the total number of regular employees does not exceed 50 persons.

III. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESES

A. Conceptual Framework

Referring to the prior literatures framework can be illustrated as below in Fig. 1.
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Fig.1.Conceptual Framework

Personal factors used to check the moderator influence on the relationship of EO and growth of SME. Prior researchers discussed about moderators between the relationship of EO and business growth [6]; [11]; [13]. For this study entrepreneur’s age, experience, gender and education considered as moderator variables.

B. Hypotheses

Innovativeness is an organization’s tendency to engage in and support new ideas, novelty, experimentation, and creative processes that may result in new products, services or technological processes, as well as the pursuit of creative, unusual, or new solutions to problems and needs [6];[15]. The first hypothesis can be formulated as,

**H1:** The Higher the innovativeness higher the growth of SME

Risk Taking Propensity implies as the higher return, if in a case of failure risky ventures if makes high cost as well [23]. Literature emphasized risk taking propensity is one of key attribute entrepreneur should have [6]. The willingness to engage in relatively high levels of risk-taking behaviors helps a firm seize profitable opportunities in the face of uncertainty and the achievement of long-term profitability [18]. Second hypothesis can be formulated as,

**H2:** Higher the risk taking propensity higher the growth of SME

In the literature the term Proactiveness is an opportunity-seeking, forward-looking perspective characterized by the introduction of new products and services ahead of the
competition and acting in anticipation of future demand [16]. The term proactiveness is defined by [6] “as acting in anticipation of future problems, needs or changes.” In literature, Pro-activeness is concerned with ‘first mover’ and other actions aimed at seeking to secure and protect market share and with a forward-looking perspective reflected in actions taken in anticipation of future demand [3]; [9]; [15]. Third hypothesis can be formulated as,

H3: The higher the proactiveness the higher the growth of SME

Considering to moderating effect, personal factors have been considered as moderators. By literature’s perspective number of variables that potentially moderate the EO–performance relationship [6]; [11]; [13]. Therefore, we can assume personal factor may strengthen or weaken relationship between EO SME growths.

H4: Personal factors moderate the relationship between EO and growth of SME

IV. RESEARCH METHOD

Two factors were instrumental in designing the study. Growth of SME’s in Sri Lanka is one factor and ability of using EO by Sri Lankan entrepreneurs is the second one. Therefore we need a sample of SME’s in Sri Lanka and entrepreneurs who undertakes small and medium size business. Growth of SME quantifies using performance evaluation criteria where which is proven by prior researchers. It is a hybrid of number of generated jobs relative to last year and sales performance relative to the last year. Previous literatures emphasized the most frequently used measure for growth has been changed in the firm’s turnover and changes of number of employees [24]; [25]. EO’s three dimensions were gathered using a questionnaire and finally identify the congruence of impact of EO on the growth of SME. Questionnaire was implemented and it consists of thirty three questions. The questionnaire prepares to quantify the qualitative aspects of an entrepreneur’s using five likert scales. In the case of identifying the sample we followed the generally accepted selection criteria for SME’s in Sri Lanka. Firms considered being as unit of analysis and sampling technique was convenience sampling. Therefore we could remove heterogeneity of the sample. With that sampling method we disseminated two hundred questionnaires around twenty districts out of twenty five districts in Sri Lanka. Out of those two hundred questionnaires we obtained ninety eight responds.

V. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Skewness and Kurtosis statistics of the control, dependent, independent and moderator variables fall within the boundaries for normality [26] allowing parametric test of significance. SPSS output describe that all correlations with absolute value above .20 are significant at P < 0.01. Two dependent variable indicators and three independent variables are formalized in a matrix as below table I.

Using mean values of the innovativeness, risk taking propensity and proactiveness we can interpret what extend EO used by Sri Lankan entrepreneurs. Referring to table I hey are 19.8265, 20.3878 and 21.5102 respectively which implies that degree of EO is low in Sri Lankan SME entrepreneurs.

Growth of the business measured using two quantifiers so two models developed. Therefore in the case of collinearity diagnostics there are two indicators for dependent variable. Both the analysis interprets same answer which VIF is below 3.0 where multicollinearity was not an issue [27]. Using ANOVA analysis, we obtained the results where both models significant at .001 confident levels. Making both analyses of two models table II formulated as below.
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propensity (.183 & .193) which is significant at .001 level and addiction of predictor variables made a significant contribution over and above the base models ($R^2 = .204$ & $R^2 = .013$) at the .001 significant level. Therefore we can conclude that hypotheses H1 and H2 get supported by the statistical analysis. For both model I and model II our analysis didn’t support to H3 therefore we can’t conclude anything about proactiveness. None of any modetator variables significant in this study where our forth hypothesis H4 not significant.

VI. FINDING AND CONCLUSION

One objective is to identify the degree of entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs in Sri Lanka. As we found it was a low value. According to the survey we can conclude that degree of EO of SMEs in Sri Lanka is very low. We can infer that entrepreneurs who approaching innovative venture creations can gain more success in his/her business community. This is aligning with the literature review where Innovativeness is an organization’s tendency to engage in and support new ideas, novelty, experimentation, and creative processes that may result in new products, services or technological processes, as well as the pursuit of creative, unusual, or new solutions to problems and needs [6]; [15]; [28]. As prior researchers proven it was a true factor for Sri Lankan context and as we found it is moderate positive relationship. Therefore our finding support to past researchers findings and we can emphasize that innovativeness has positive impact on the growth of SME.

There is a moderate positive relationship between Risk Taking Propensity and growth of SMEs. As prior researchers comment on their findings, the willingness to engage in relatively high levels of risk-taking behaviors helps firm size profitable opportunities in the face of uncertainty and the achievement of long-term profitability [18]. Hence, risk-taking tendency may be positively related to success [6]; [29]. As prior researchers found our analysis granted same result for the Sri Lankan context. It implies that entrepreneur who willing to take risk, try out risky ventures and positive risk takers can gain more success in their endeavour.

In the case of analyzing Proactiveness, it deviates from prior researchers findings. [16] Academicians in the field of economy and entrepreneurship have frequently emphasized the importance of being first-mover or being pioneer. The firm moving first can gain extraordinary benefits and become a pioneer in forming brand image by profiting these opportunities. But according to our analysis it was not significant and we were not in a position to accept the relationship. Though it is significant it will be a very week relationship according to the analysis.

In this research we were talking about four moderator variables which moderate the relationship between EO and growth of SME. The literature discusses a number of variables that potentially moderate the EO– performance relationship [6]; [11]; [13]. According to the analysis no moderator variable significant at any confident levels. Although the moderator variables significant, it will be very week relationship according to the analysis we have done. According to the analysis we can conclude that entrepreneur’s age, gender, education and experience have no moderator effect on the relationship between EO and growth of SME in Sri Lanka.

VII. RECOMMENDATION

Entrepreneurs who start a business or preparing for a diversification for his/her business we can recommend that he/she should follow EO. The degree of EO of SMEs in Sri Lanka low, but there is some portion of entrepreneurs use EO. According to the past researchers findings and this study we can emphasize that the entrepreneurs who adopt more EO will be another reason to climb the ladder of the success. Innovative ideas, innovative product or service and really important to the growth and success of the business. Entrepreneurs should be positive thinkers on risks. As well as risk taking ability of an entrepreneur cause to gain high return in the business. More the risk venture can create high returns at the same market place. Though our study is not support with it is another factor to gain growth in business. Government and business consultants should make their attention in order to stimulate entrepreneurs to use proactive method in their endeavours. Because anticipation is the key for first mover advantage.

There are factors that effect to EO and growth of the business. We investigated entrepreneur’s age, gender, education and experience for that. But none of them were able to create any effect to change or modify the relationship between EO and growth of business. So entrepreneur’s age, gender, education and experience have no effect of growth of the business. With good practice of EO entrepreneurs can mitigates or eliminate resistances and gain success of the business.
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